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Chris Acker stood down from the position of Lodge Manager at the 1998 AGM after 10 long
years of service. Here he is with the RASCAL t-shirt he received (along with an engraved beer
tankard) as tokens of appreciation from a very grateful Committee and membership.
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new members to the Committee who
were also elected at the AGM. It was a
good response to our requests for
support. You will see more about them
elsewhere in the Newsletter.
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(ONLY ring between 7pm and 8pm weeknights, please)

T

hank you to all of the
RASCAL members who
attended the AGM – it was pleasing to
see a good turn-out.

Vice-President
Ian McNeill
6288-4304

Many thanks for your support in reelecting me as President for 1998. I
look forward to serving the Club and
working with the new Committee in
what is likely to be an interesting year.

Secretary
Lynne Bentley

I am pleased to be able to welcome four

President
Richard Emerton

6286-5134

6248-8897

In my annual report to the AGM, which
is included as an insert to this
Newsletter I paid tribute to the
outgoing Committee members and in
particular, Monty Fox and Chris Acker
who have been long-time servants on
the RASCAL Committee. At the AGM
I was delighted to make a presentation
to Chris on behalf of all our
membership for the many contributions
he made to the Club over the years.
So, it’s on with another year with rivers
to cross and mountains to climb!
Hope to see you at our pre-winter
season gathering and also up at the
Lodge during the year.
Richard Emerton
President
— —— —

Assistant Secretary
Kim Serjeant 6231-7260
Treasurer
Alan Laird

6288-4708

Public Officer
John Kennard 6281-3435
Lodge Manager
Doug Capp
6236-3327
Committee Members
Jack Cornell
Geoff Crossley
Meg Krizan

6258-6834
6286 1113
6292-4250

RASCAL LODGE
7 Banjo Paterson Crescent
Jindabyne NSW 2627
Ph: (02) 6456-2169
1998 Winter Lodge Caretaker:

Alison Bombardier
AGM Highlight: Chris Acker receives his engraved tankard from the President
Richard Emerton

Hike de Femme Report
Lynne Bentley
blizzard, and equipment to set a
compound fracture of both legs AND
build a snow cave, some of these
cheeky new arrivals were in their mid
70s with just a sandwich in one hand
and a thermos in the other. They
clearly didn't understand the true
hazards they were facing.........

T

he women were at it again on
the weekend of 21-22 March
with RASCAL's second Hike de
Femme. And it was just as good as the
first. Eleven members met at the
Lodge on the Friday night and planned
the route over a glass of red or three.
First suggestions were very
adventurous, but then the red took
effect and the walk to Kosciuszko on
the pathway sounded quite exhausting
enough, and so Kosciuszko it was.

On retracing our steps back to the top
of Crackenback and the chairlift, the
party divided into two groups - the
Smarts and the Dopes. The Smarts
(only two of them) took the chairlift
down and had a pleasant couple of
hours in the sun sipping cappuccinos
and sunbaking on the riverbank. The
Dopes thought it would be fun to walk
down the mountain - after all we had
only been for a stroll of 14 kms and

We reached the summit at lunchtime
and spent an hour sprawled in the sun
admiring the fabulous view, picking out
landmarks to the northwest to Perisher
and Blue Cow and to the south deep
into Victoria. We also discussed our
next expedition. Some used the time to
catch up on sleep. By the time we
headed for home at least 50 other souls
had reached the summit. And while we
were young and fit and all carrying
food and clothing to last three days in a

After four cappuccinos and dinner at
Bacco's later, we walked backwards to
the Lodge and fell into bed. Next day
the Dopes walked another 6 kms
around the Waterfall Track at Sawpit
Creek, while the Smarts (6 of them this
time - some had changed sides) had a
lovely swim in Lake Jindabyne and a
long brunch at Nuggets.
Fully recovered, we can now
contemplate the next outing - perhaps a
day of cross-country skiing for
beginners, perhaps including les
hommes and les enfants as well. We'll
keep you posted (see also the next
article - Ed).
— —— —

XC Ski Week
Kim Serjeant
11 September and am willing to
organise professional instruction/
guiding for a couple of days in that
period if there are sufficient people
interested. Cost will depend on
numbers, and if there are enough of us
we may even be able to divide into two
groups, based on level of experience.

The weather was perfect the next
morning with clear skies and a mild
breeze.
From the top of the Thredbo Chair we
headed due west along the path to the
summit, catching up with all the gossip
on the way and comparing walking
speeds and hiking boots. Some walkers
were clearly less puffed than others, but
everyone was very kind and rests were
taken at all the best vantage points to
allow some to discreetly catch their
breath, while we munched on food
especially designed for polar explorers
like us.

needed the exercise. An hour and a
half and 5 kms straight down later we
walked backwards into Thredbo,
backwards because our knees would no
longer bend forwards.

P

ining for a bit of that
magnificent Australian Alps

scenery?
Want to cross country (x-c) ski with
other club members?
Never tried it but want to?
Lifts too expensive, too noisy, too
crowded?
Then come X-C skiing in September.
The weather is usually good, the
crowds are thinning, and the skiing is
very easy and relaxing.
1 propose to stay at the lodge from 6 -

On days when we don't have a guide/
instructor, there are plenty of marked
trails around the Perisher area and lots
of lovely little trips up towards (and
beyond) Charlotte Pass that skiers with
even basic skills can safely accomplish.
I am quite familiar with the area and
am a competent intermediate x-c skier.
You need a reasonable degree of fitness
if you want to enjoy yourself, but
having said that, I am definitely not the
marathon-running-incredible-feat-ofphysical-endurance type person and
prefer to go at an easy pace.
To register your interest phone me,
Kim Serjeant, on 6231-7260 (ah).
— —— —

From the Annual General Meeting - 31 March 1998

Part of the large gathering at the AGM, held on 31 March 1998.

The RASCAL Committee for 1998 - (seated, from left) Lynne Bentley, Alan Laird, Richard Emerton, Meg Krizan
(standing, from left) Geoff Crossley, Kim Serjeant, Ian McNeill, Jack Cornell, Marg Sharp, John Kennard. Missing
form the photo is our new Lodge Manager - Doug Capp - who was walking in Sth.Western Tasmania at the time.

Get to know your new Committee for 1998
MEG KRIZAN: I am currently on
Maternity Leave with my first child,
Daniel, and looking forward to an
active role on RASCAL’s
Committee.
As part of the
Committee, I aim to add value to our
Lodge and my personal enjoyment of
it. I enjoy nature, bushwalking and
skiing. My professional experience includes research,
project management and public relations in the areas of
media, arts and the environment.

KIM SERJEANT: RASCAL interests
me for its year round potential - I ski
(mostly x-c these days) bushwalk, fly
fish, love quiet places and enjoy the
wonderful diversity of people who
gather in ski clubs.
I look forward to contributing to club
life by helping recruit new members and coordinating
special events for members and potential members at the
lodge throughout the year (see x-c ski article p3 this
issue).

RICHARD EMERTON: Joining RASCAL in the
early ‘90’s was a great move for the Emerton Family.
We are all keen skiers and so use the Lodge a lot
during the winter season. Let’s hope that after a long,
hot, dry summer we get heaps of snow this year.
Looking back over the last few years while I’ve been
on the Committee, a lot has been achieved and quite a
few changes made. I’m looking forward to working
with the new Committee, particularly to make some more progress with
the Lodge extensions. Any suggestions, comments, feedback etc to
make the job easier and more productive are always welcome – give me
a call.

IAN MCNEILL: Hi, I’m
Ian McNeill the Vice
President for the coming
year, I work for ACT
Community Care and I
started my working life in
Canberra at the birthplace
of Rascal, the old
Canberra Hospital. The lodge in Jindabyne
gives myself and my sons the opportunity to
pursue bushwalking, skiing and fishing in an
area that I fell in love with a long time ago. I
look forward to another good year working
with the new committee.

More
Penportraits
next issue

LYNNE BENTLEY:
Lynne was born in
Canberra in 1949 after
her parents and two
older brothers moved
here in 1946. She was
introduced to downhill
skiing at the age of 14
and has been an enthusiast ever since,
buying a $20 debenture in the RASCALS
lodge in 1968 while a student nurse at
Canberra Hospital. She is married with
three sons, works in the Public Service,
and has recently returned from the
experience of a lifetime: four years living
in Belgium, including a chance to ski in
Switzerland. This will be Lynne's third
year on the RASCAL Committee.

DOUG CAPP: Have been a RASCAL member
for about three years - on the management
committee for two years. Used to be a keen cross
country skier but failing body componentry in
recent years has recommended more sedate
summer activities - hence joined RASCAL with a
view to having a base for walking, fishing and
relaxing in the mountains spring to autumn.

JACK CORNELL: Jack, a new member to the Club, became a snowboarder when (A) his knees
gave way making skiing much more difficult and (B) when his teenagers in the household took up
snowboarding in preference to skiing. Now a keen snowboarder, Jack rides a 152 Rev board but
avoids the jumps and somersaults (which the "youngsters" get such thrills out of) in due recognition
of his "aging" body. Jack is keen to get to know the other members of his new Club and sees
participation on the Committee as both a means of contributing and a good way to get to know a lot
of fine people fast.
Originally an electrical engineer, Jack now buys and sells electricity in the National Electricity Market (a form of
futures trading). Jack is married to Angela (a sister at Calvary Hospital and a keen skier) with three teenage males
around the house in Evatt: Michael (18 and preoccupied with year 12), Kevin (16 and snowboard mad) and Adam (16
and snowboard mad).

RASCAL Picture Gallery

Our new Pergola is now up and running - it was christened over Easter by the Scaneses, Isemongers and Fletchers.

Looking down on the pergola from the sun deck .

RASCAL Picture Gallery

Our new fridge is now up and running - a glass-fronted commercial unit. Great features include a shelf for each room, and the
ability to see what’s in there without having to open the doors. A built-in thermometer also allows you to check that the
temperature range is just right. And now for the not-so-good news. The fridge is nosier than the one it replaces. Some of this is
unavoidable, due to the construction employed in this type of fridge (the condenser coils are cooled by a fan that blows air out of
the louvres at the bottom). Some extra baffling may help. The compressor also creates an intermittent vibration. The bare floor
on which the fridge is standing seems to be acting as a sound box and is amplifying the vibration. The Committee is looking to
purchase special rubber pads to place under the fridge to dampen the vibration to a lower level. While the current noise level is
certainly not intolerable, steps are being taken to reduce the noise, so please bear with us.

In the
In the beginning, God created the
heavens and the earth.
Quickly, God was faced with a class
action suit for failure to file an
environmental impact statement. God
was granted a temporary permit for the
project, but was stymied with the cease
and desist order for the earthly part.
Then God said, "Let there be light!"
Immediately, the officials demanded to
know how the light would be made.
Would there be strip mining? What
about thermal pollution?
God

explained that the light would come
from a large ball of fire. God was
granted provisional permission to make
light, assuming that no smoke would
result from the ball of fire, and that he
would obtain a building permit and to
conserve energy, he would have the
light out half the time. God agreed and
offered to call the light "Day" and the
darkness "Night."
The officials
replied that they were not interested in
semantics. God said, "Let the earth put
forth vegetation, plant yielding seed,
and fruit trees bearing fruit." The EPA
agreed, so long as only native seed was
used. Then God said, "Let the waters
ring forth swarms of living creatures.
and let birds fly above the earth." The

officials pointed out that this would
require approval from the Department
of Game coordinated with the
Heavenly Wildlife Federation and the
Audobon Society. Everything was
okay until God said the project would
be completed in six days. The officials
said it would take at least two hundred
days to review the applications and the
impact statement. After that there
would be a public hearing. Then there
would be ten to twelve months
before....... at this point God created
Hell.
— —— —

Membership News - Mike Vale
Helen Wiles
Stephanie Kensitt
Sue Gibson
Tony Stepanas
— —— —
53.

The top 53
oxymorons of
all time:courtesy of
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TO OUR NEW
MEMBERS

A

very warm RASCAL
welcome to the following
new Members:
Carol Green
Marcus Truman
Julie Drew
John Reeve
And also to the following Junior
members who have recently
upgraded to full membership.
Damien Nedeljkovic
James Maitland
Phillip O’Sullivan
Shelley Armour
Christopher Carpenter
______ __

Farewell also to the
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following members
who have resigned
from the club:

52.
51.
50.
49.
48.
47.
46.
45.
44.
43.
42.
41.
40.
39.
38.
37.
36.
35.
34.
33.
32.
31.
30.
29.
28.
27.
26.
25.
24.
23.
22.
21.
20.
19.
18.
17.
16.
15.
14.
13.

Sports scholarship
Militant feminism
Act naturally
Found missing
Resident alien
Advanced BASIC
Genuine imitation
Airline food
Good grief
Same difference
Almost exactly
Government organization
Sanitary landfill
Alone together
Legally drunk
Silent scream
British fashion
Living dead
Small crowd
Business ethics
Soft rock
Butthead
Military intelligence
Software documentation
New York culture
New classic
Sweet sorrow
Childproof
"Now, then ..."
Synthetic natural gas
Christian scientists
Passive aggression
Taped live
Clearly misunderstood
Peace force
Extinct Life
Temporary tax increase
Computer jock
Plastic glasses
Terribly pleased

12.
11.
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.

Computer security
Political science
Tight slacks
Definite maybe
Pretty ugly
Twelve-ounce pound cake
Diet ice cream
Rap music
Working vacation
Exact estimate
Religious tolerance

And the Number one
top Oxymoron
1. Microsoft Works
— —— —

PLEASE MAKE ALL
BOOKINGS ON A

REMEMBER
BOOKING FORM THIS IS FOR AUDIT
PURPOSES, NOT TO
INTRODUCE
NEEDLESS
BUREAUCRACY.
PLEASE USE THE
MOST RECENT
FORM, A COPY OF
WHICH IS
ENCLOSED.
IF YOU NEED MORE
FORMS, PLEASE
CONTACT MIKE ON
THE RASCAL LINE.
— —— —

